PACKAGES TO EXPLORE RAJASTHAN

Rajasthan - an exotic and wonderful land that captivates people from all around the world with its magnificent cities, mysterious forts and splendid palaces. And not to forget the colourful people residing here who have poured in a continuous stream of legends and folklores, craft, music and architecture into the lives of millions around.

Rajasthan Tourism welcomes you to this land of colours. With its various package tours, discover this land of living traditions and carry back memories to cherish lifelong. RTDC has come out with a spate of lucrative travel options for the traveller. On offer are an array of package tours to Rajasthan like religious tours, adventure tours, wildlife trips, and historical tours etc.

There are around 25 different package tours to explore Rajasthan. The longest tour lasts 17 days titled "Rajasthan Exclusive" covering places via Delhi-Mukundgarh-Bikaner-Jaisalmer-Jodhpur-Ranakpur-Udaipur-Kota, Pushkar-Jaipur-Bharatpur- Agra- Delhi minimum for couple (terms and conditions applicable.) By availing the package, one can, not only aim to get the maximum of Rajasthan in minimum time, but also cherish the experience altogether.

In addition to structured packages, RTDC offers customized tours for Rs.1000 per person, per day (minimum 4 persons). The package includes accommodation on twin sharing basis in RTDC Hotels, standard meals, monument visit and travel by non-AC small car. For details/booking contact RTDC Reservation and Information Offices.